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Abstract
This paper develops Probabilistic Hybrid Action Models
( PHAMs), a realistic causal model for predicting the behavior generated by modern concurrent percept-driven robot
plans. PHAMs represent aspects of robot behavior that cannot
be represented by most action models used in AI planning:
the temporal structure of continuous control processes, their
non-deterministic effects, and several modes of their interferences.
The main contributions of the paper are: (1) PHAMs, a model
of concurrent percept-driven behavior, its formalization, and
proofs that the model generates probably, qualitatively accurate predictions; and (2) a resource-efficient inference method
for PHAMs based on sampling projections from probabilistic action models and state descriptions. We discuss how
PHAM s can be applied to planning the course of action of
an autonomous robot office courier based on analytical and
experimental results.

Introduction
Most autonomous robots are equipped with restricted, unreliable, and inaccurate sensors and effectors and operate in
complex and dynamic environments. A successful approach
to deal with the resulting uncertainty is the use of controllers
that prescribe the robot’s behavior in terms of concurrent reactive plans — plans that specify how the robot is to react
to sensory input in order to accomplish its jobs (cf. (McDermott 1992a; Beetz 1999)). Besides robustness foresight
is another important capability of competent robots that are
to perform complex and changing tasks in dynamic environments. Anticipating and forestalling possible problems
requires the robots to predict what might happen when they
execute their intended plans. To make such predictions they
need models that represent how their concurrent reactive
plans operate and might change the world.
So far most robot action planning systems use very abstract and coarse-grained models of their controllers. Most
of them consider plans as partially ordered sets of atomic
actions and thereby ignore powerful control abstractions for
specifying synchronized and reliable behavior. These oversimplifications cause them to thwart many opportunities for
improving the robots’ behavior.
The action models used for planning also make unrealistic
assumptions about the irrelevance of the temporal structure
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of actions and the exclusion of interferences between concurrent actions. Contrary to these assumptions, the actions
of robots have extents in both space and time and the information available for planning is deficient. The actions’
extent and dependence on time require planning systems to
predict when actions are executed, how long they take, how
they overlap with concurrent actions, and how the world
changes while they are performed. Often robot action planning systems must also be able to reason through contingencies whose likelihoods are a priori unknown and varying.
We believe that causal models for predicting the behavior generated by modern autonomous robot controllers accurately enough to foresee a significant range of realistic execution problems must reflect that
... physical robot actions cause continuous change (they are
movements!).
... controllers are reactive systems. The behavior and the effects depend on the situations that occur while actions are
executed.
... most of the time the robot is executing multiple physical
and sensing actions. Actions may interrupt or trigger each
others or have combined effects.
... the robot is uncertain about the effects of its actions and
the state of the environment.
In this paper we describe PHAMs that allow for the prediction of the qualitative behavior generated by concurrent reactive plans (CRPs). It models the interactions between multiple concurrent processes, the temporal structure
of continuous processes, percept-driven control, and interference between effects of concurrent control processes. The
main contributions of this paper are (1) PHAMs, a model
of concurrent percept-driven behavior, its formalization, and
proofs that the model generates probably, qualitatively accurate predictions; (2) a resource-efficient prediction method
for PHAMs based on sampling projections from probabilistic action models and state descriptions. We discuss how
PHAM s can be applied to planning the course of action of
an autonomous robot office courier based on analytical and
experimental results.

Concurrent Reactive Plans and the
Specification of Navigation Behavior
We develop PHAMs in the context of a particular example:
the navigation behavior of an autonomous robot. Predict-

ing the path that the robot will take is not only necessary to
predict where the robot will be. It is also a prerequisite for
predicting what the robot will be able to sense. For example,
whether the robot will learn that a door is open depends on
the robot taking a path that passes by the door, executing the
door angle estimation routine while passing the door, and the
door being within sensor range. Consequently, if the robot
executes a plan step only if a door is open then in the end the
execution of this plan step strongly depends on the actual
path the robot will take.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of a navigation plan.
After having seen why navigation behavior is so important for robot action planning we will now take a closer
look at how navigation behavior is specified. Fig. 1 depicts an example of a navigation plan. The plan consists
of two components (see (Beetz et al. 1998) for a more detailed description). The first one specifies a sequence of target points (the location indexed through the numbers 1 to 5
in Fig. 1) to be sequentially visited by the robot. The navigation between the target points is accomplished by a standard path planner (S. Thrun & Schmidt 1998). The second
component specifies when and how the robot is to adapt its
travel modes as it follows the navigation path. In many environments it is advantageous to adapt the travel mode to
the surroundings: to drive carefully (and therefore slowly)
within offices because offices are cluttered, to switch off
the sonars when driving through doorways (to avoid sonar
crosstalk), and to drive quickly in the hallways. This part of
the plan is depicted through regions with different textures
for the different travel modes “office,” “hallway,” and “doorway.” Whenever the robot crosses the boundaries between
regions it adapts the parameterization of the navigation system (Beetz et al. 1998).
CRPs are specified in an extended structured plan language (eg. RPL (McDermott 1991)) that provides high-level
control structures for specifying concurrent, event-driven
robot behavior. The pseudo code in Fig. 2 sketches a CRP
for leaving an office that consists of two concurrent subplans: one for following the (initial part of the) prescribed
path and one for adapting the travel mode. The second subplan adapts the navigation mode of the robot dynamically.
Initially, the navigation mode is set to “office.” Upon entering and leaving the doorway the navigation mode is adapted.
The plan uses fluents, conditions that are asynchronously
updated based on new sensor readings. Fluents can trigger
(whenever ) and terminate (wait-for ) plan steps.

execute concurrently
execute-in-order
GO - TO (1); wait for (go-to-completed?);
GO - TO (2); wait for (go-to-completed?);
execute-in-order
with local fluents distance-to-doorway
 fluent-network (   )
 distance-to-doorway  1m
with local fluents entering-dw?-fl
 distance-to-doorway 1m
entering-hw?-fl
execute-in-order
SET- NAVIGATION - STRATEGY(office) ; wait for (entering-dw?-fl);
SET- NAVIGATION - STRATEGY(doorway) ; wait for (entering-hw?-fl);
SET- NAVIGATION - STRATEGY(hallway)

Figure 2: Simple navigation plan: pseudo code

Projecting Concurrent Reactive Plans
So, how can the operation of CRPs and their effects be predicted? Numerical simulation methods, an obvious candidate, are very expensive in terms of computational resources
and produce results too detailed for high-level planning.
Computationally more economical alternatives are methods
for symbolic temporal projection that only predict those discrete events that are relevant for determining the robot’s
course of action.
Suppose we would like to symbolically predict the navigation behavior that is generated by the navigation plan that
is depicted in Fig. 1. The most parsimonious causal model
is the one that represents the resulting behavior as a single
atomic action that has a single effect, namely changing the
robot’s location from its current one to the destination of
the navigation plan. More detailed representations hierarchically decompose the navigation behavior into smaller actions like leaving the room, passing the doorway, going over
the hallway, and entering the office. This kind of model can
represent that entering the office is only possible if the corresponding door is open. If the door is closed the execution of
the navigation plan will result in the robot standing in front
of the closed door.

Probabilistic Causal Models of CRPs
In this paper we develop PHAMs as a novel kind of symbolic
causal models, which are more realistic. PHAMs can make
qualitatively accurate predictions of the behavior generated
by CRPs. This is possible because PHAMs can model
! continuous change,
! reactive control processes,
! multiple interacting control processes, and
! uncertainty about physical behavior and world state.
We will discuss the importance of these features and the issues they raise in the remainder of this section.
Continuous Change and Reactive Control Processes.
CRPs activate and deactivate control processes and thereby
continuously change states like the robot’s position. At the
same time, sensing processes continually measure and estimate relevant states (eg, the robot’s position or the opening
angle of a door) and signal when these estimated states satisfy conditions that are monitored by the CRP. As a consequence, signals sent by the sensing processes and feedback
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Figure 3: Different projected scenarios for the plan discussed in Section “Example Scenario.”
from the control processes cause the activation and deactivation of control processes.
The reactive nature of CRPs has an important consequence for the required expressiveness of causal models. For
reactive control, the events that have to be predicted for a
navigation action depend not only on the action itself but
also on the monitoring processes that are active and wait for
conditions that the continuous effects of the navigation action might cause. Suppose that the robot controller runs a
monitoring process that stops the robot as soon as it passes
an open door. In this case the planner must predict “robot
passes door” events for each door the robot passes during
a continuous navigation action. These events then trigger a
sensing action that estimates the door angle, and if the predicted percept is an “open door detected” then the navigation process is deactivated. Other discrete events that might
have to be predicted based on the continuous effects of navigation include entering and leaving a room, having come
within one meter of the destination, etc.
Multiple interacting control processes. Because in the end
all control processes set voltages for the robot’s motors, the
possible modes of interference between control processes
are limited. If they generate signals for the same motors the
combined effects are determined by the so-called task arbitration scheme (Arbib 1998). The most common task arbitration schemes are (1) behavior blending (where the motor
signal is a weighted sum of the current input signals) (Konolige et al. 1997); (2) prioritized control signals (where the
motor signal is the signal of the process with the highest priority) (Brooks 1986); and (3) exclusion of concurrent control signals through the use of semaphores. Any of these
schemes can be handled by an appropriate projection algorithm for combined effects. In the CRPs considered in this
paper we exclude multiple control signals to the same motors through semaphores (see (Beetz 1999) for a motivation).
Thus the only remaining type of interference between different processes is the superposition of movements caused
by different motors. Consider for example a control
mode
j=k l m
per
in which the robot turns its camera at a speed of
second and travels at a speed of 40cm per second along the
hallway. Again the robot is to stop as soon as it perceives an
open door. To predict when and where the robot will stop the
planner has to consider the superposition of the continuous
effects of the navigation and moving camera processes.

Uncertainty. There are various kinds of uncertainty and
non-determinsm in the robot’s actions and the environment
that a causal model should represent. It is often necessary
to specify a probability distribution over the average speed
and the displacements of points on the paths to enable models to predict the range of spatio-temporal behavior that a
navigation plan can generate.
Another important issue is to model probability distributions over the occurrence of exogenous events. In most dynamic environments exogenous events such as opening and
closing doors might occur at any time. This can be modelled,
for example, using Poisson distributed exogenous events.
Modelling such events is almost impossible within classical
frameworks.

The Expressiveness and Inferential Power of PHAMs
Figure 3(left) shows a projected execution scenario for a CRP
and the different kinds of events that are predicted. The
events depicted by rhombs denote events where the CRP
changes the direction and the target velocity of the robot.
The squares denote the events entering and leaving offices.
The small circles denote the events start and finished passing
a door, which are predicted because a concurrent monitoring process estimates the opening angles of doors while the
robot is passing them.
To illustrate the inferential power of PHAMs let us consider an autonomous robot courier. The robot is to deliver
a yellow letter from room A-111 to A-117 and another letter for which the color is not known from A-113 to A-120
(cmd-2). Suppose the robot carries out cmd-2 opportunistically. That is, if it detects that A-113 is open it will interrupt
and reconsider its plan under the premise that the steps for
accomplishing cmd-2 are executable.
Executing this plan might yield mixing up letters because
the robot might carry two letters with the same color. To
find out whether a plan will probably work or might yield
mixing up letters, the robot must predict the possible courses
of action and their results. Suppose the robot’s belief state
assigns probability p for the value true of random variable
open-A113. The belief state also contains probabilities for
the colors of letters on the desk in A-113.
Wrt. this belief state a number of different execution scenarios for a given CRP are possible. Fig. 3 shows three of
them. The first one, in which A-113 is closed, is pictured

in Fig. 3(left). In the scenarios in which office A-113 is
open the controller is projected to recognize the opportunity
and to change its intended course of action. The resulting
schedule asks the robot to first enter A-113, and pickup the
letter for cmd-2, then enter A-111 and pick up the letter for
cmd-1, then deliver the letter for cmd-2 in A-120, and the
last one in A-117. This category of scenarios can be further
divided into two categories. In the first subcategory shown
in Fig. 3(middle) the letter to be picked up is yellow. Performing the pickup thus would result in the robot carrying
two yellow letters and therefore an execution failure is signalled. In the second subcategory shown in Fig. 3(right) the
letter has another color and therefore the robot is projected
to succeed by taking for all these scenarios the same course
of action.
Based on estimations of the probabilities of the different
scenarios the planner can decide whether the plan should be
revised and how (Beetz, Bennewitz, & Grosskreutz 1999).

Modeling Reactive Control Processes
and Continuous Change
Before we model the navigation behavior generated by
CRPs we will first introduce some vocabulary for describing the systems operation. We consider the interpretation of
the CRP and the robot together with its operating environment as two dynamic systems and describe the state of the
robot and its navigation system through a number of state
variables including state variables x, y, and o describing the
robot’s position and orientation in the environment and the
variables v and for the robot’s translational and rotational
speed. The navigation plans exert control on the state variables v and in order to achieve a state in which the robot is
at its destination. There are also variables representing the
state of the environment, one for the opening angle of each
door and the locations of the letters to be delivered.
Because the concurrent reactive plan activates and deactivates control processes asynchronously we need action models that can represent both discrete and continuous behavior. In the following, we will use the vocabulary of hybrid systems (Alur, Henzinger, & Wong-Toi 1997;
Alur, Henzinger, & Ho 1996) to represent this aspect of
concurrent reactive plans. Hybrid systems are continuous
variable, continuous time systems with a phased operation.
Within each phase, called control mode, the system evolves
continuously according to the dynamical law of that mode,
called continuous flow. Thus the state of the hybrid system can be thought of as a pair — the control mode and the
continuous state. The control mode identifies a flow, and
the continuous flow identifies a position in it. With each
control mode there are also associated so-called jump conditions, that specify the conditions that the discrete state and
the continuous state together must satisfy to enable a transition to another control mode. Once the transition occurs, the
discrete state and the continuous state are changed abruptly.
The jump relation specifies the valid settings of the system
variables that might occur during a jump. Then, until the
next transition, the continuous state evolves according to the
flow identified by the new control mode.

When considering the interpretation of CRPs as a hybrid
system the control mode is the set of active control processes and their parameterization. The continuous state is
the state of the system variables x, y, and o. The continuous flow describes how these state variables change as a
result of the combination of the continuous effects of the active control processes. We assume that the state variables
change only linearily over time. Thus for each control mode
v and are constant. Linear flow conditions are sufficient
because the robot’s paths can be approximated accurately
enough using polylines (Beetz & Grosskreutz 1998). They
are also computationally much easier and faster to handle.
The jump conditions are the conditions that are monitored
by monitoring processes which activate and deactivate control processes and the termination of control processes such
as arriving at an intermediate point of the navigation path.
Thus the interpretation of a navigation plan according to
the hybrid systems model worksas
follows. The hybrid sys  
tem starts at some initial state
. The state trajectory evolves with the control mode remaining constant and
the continuous
state evolving according to the flow condi
tion of
. When the continuous
state satisfies
the transition


condition of an edge
from
state
to
a
state
a jump can

be made to state
. During the jump
the
continuous
state

may get
initialized to a new value . The new state is the
 
. The continuous
state evolves according to
pair

.
the flow condition of
For now we simply pretend that the hybrid automata can
be generated for arbitrary CRPs and assume that the hybrid
automata are given. In the section “Probabilistic samplingbased projection” we will see that only a small fraction of
the hybrid automaton is needed, which can be constructed
on the fly.
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Figure 4: Hybrid automaton.
Fig. 4 depicts the interpretation of the first part of the navigation plan shown in Fig. 2. The interpretation is represented as a tree where the nodes represent the control modes
of the corresponding hybrid system and the node labels the
continuous flow. The edges are the control mode transitions
labeled with the jump conditions. The robot starts executing the plan in room A-117. The initial control mode of the

hybrid system is the root of the state tree depicted in Fig. 4.
The initial state represents the state of computation where
the first control processes of the two parallel branches are
active, that is the processes for going to the intermediate destination 1 and maintaining the “office mode” as the robot’s
travel mode. The flow specifies that while the robot is in
the initial control mode the absolute value of the derivative
of the robot’s position is off . The hybrid system transits
into one of the subsequent states when either the first intermediate destination is reached or when the distance to the
doorway becomes less than one meter. The transition condition for the upper edge is that the robot has come sufficiently
close to the doorway, for the lower edge that it has reached
the first intermediate destination. For the upper edge, the hybrid system goes into the state where the robot goes to the intermediate destination 2 while still keeping the office mode
as its current travel mode. In the other transition the robot
changes its travel mode to doorway and keeps approaching
the first intermediate destination. The only variables that are
changed through the control mode transitions are the velocity of the robot and its orientation. Both settings are implied
by the flow condition of the respective successor states.

The Probabilistic Rule Language
In the last section we have introduced the basic vocabulary
to represent the interpretation of CRPs and continuous and
reactive control processes. We can see that hybrid systems
represent all possible sequences of computational state transitions of the navigation plan. Some of the state sequences,
however, are physically not possible. For example, changing
the travel mode from office to doorway after the second intermediate destination has been reached. In addition, CRPs
generate different mode sequences with different frequencies (probabilities). If the goal of action planning is to make
the plan more robust then the planner should reason about
the conditional probabilities of state sequences with respect
to the robot’s beliefs. In this section we will introduce McDermott’s probabilistic rule language (1994) as a means for
representing probabilistic effects of robot actions and nondeterministic exogenous events.
In McDermott’s rule language causal models are represented by



p e rule name
while cond
with an avg spacing of
occurs ev





e p rule name
if cond
then with probability
event ev
causes effs



Exogenous event rules (p  e) generate over any interval
in which cond is true, random “Poisson-distributed” events
ev with an average spacing of  time units (see (McDermott 1994)). Effect rules (e  p rules) specify that whenever
event ev occurs and cond holds, then with probability  the
effects of ev are specified by effs. The effects have the form
p, causing the proposition p to hold in the resulting world
state and clip p, terminating the persistence of p.
A consistent set of probabilistic rules together with a set
of dated plan generated events define a probability distribution over execution scenarios. An execution scenario de-

scribes how the execution of a robot controller might go, that
is, how the environment changes as the plan gets executed.
It is represented as a timeline, a linear sequence of occurrences where an occurrence is a dated event. The events of
occurrences cause new world states that are characterized by
the set of propositions that hold in them. Actions are events
that are caused by the robot.
Before proving properties of our model we must first introduce McDermott’s semantics of possible worlds.



Definition 1 A world state is a function from propositions to
T,F,
and is extended to boolean formulas in the usual way. An
, where is an event and a
occurrence e@t is a pair
time (
). An occurrence sequence is a finite sequence of
occurrences, ordered by date. Its duration is the date of the last
, is a comoccurrence. A world of duration L, where
, where is
plete history of duration , that is, it is a pair
, and
is a function
an occurrence sequence with duration
from
to world states. In
all propositions are mapped
and
then there must be an
to F, and if
occurrence e@t with t1 t t2.
We use the following abreviations:
, “A after t in
such that
W”, to mean that there is some
.
, “A before t in W” is
and
similarly defined, but the upper bound for includes t.
refer to the date of the occurrence .
Definition 2 If is a set of rules as defined above,
is an
occurrence sequence, and L is a real number
,
, where is a set
then an L-Model of T and Exog is a pair
of worlds of duration such that
, and
is a probability measure on that obeys the following restric,
and
are considered as random variables.
tions:
is the “annihilation” of a conjunction , that is the conjunction
of the negations of the conjuncts of .
1. Initial blank state:
.
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2. Event-effect rules: If R contains a rule instance =%z<"V
{ | then
for every date  , require that, for all nonempty conjunctions C of
literals from B: lu$#%><~} Y rq=qT< | Tf'gpa<
3. Event-effect rules when the events
occur: Suppose B is
 %jdon’t
be the set of all instances
an atomic formula, and let W
of  z  | G rules whose consequents contain | or 0| . If 
=%zfYq4O
~ #k , then let W=qf #k , Then lu| ><} | Tf`Jx
3 and l|w><~} g|wT2h ?gW, where A$gY".rqh0 8h
$0Y%~rqsQ09( .
4. Event-occurrence rules: For every time point  such that no
occurrence with date  is in YwZ[f\ and every event Y , such that
 Y with lubT<kCO, require
there is exactly one instance =p
 c$
lu occ. of class E between t and t+dt } =qT2 A39z9^
^
47w
 c
l occ. of class E between t and t+dt } 0=qTf' y,
^
8"
if there exists no so such rule, require
 c
lu occ. of class E between t and t+dt y,
^
8"
5. Conditional independence: If one of the previous clauses defines a conditional probability l } ¡I , which mentions times  ,
then  is conditional independent, given ¡ , of all other random
variables mentioning times on or before  . That is, for arbitrary
¢ mentioning times on or before  , l } ¡IxWlu } ¡£ ¢  .


McDermott (1994) shows that this definition yields a
unique probability distribution ¤ .

Probabilistic Hybrid Action Models
Let us now explain the predicates and rules that represent
the operation of CRPs and their physical effects.

Conceptualization of PHAMs
McDermott’s probabilistic rule language provides us with
mechanisms for modelling probabilistic effects and Poisson distributed exogenous events. We still need to model
another kind of uncertainty for projecting CRPs: probabilistic control mode transitions, which enable us to model,
among other things, the variance of behavior exhibited by
real robots when controlled by the same configuration of
control routines. To do this we extend the basic representation of hybrid systems by introducing probability distributions over jump relations.
We will use the following notations to describe the
interpretation of navigation plans using the vocabulary
of hybrid systems: jumpCondition(cm,e,c), jumpSucces 
sor(e,cm’,probRange), jumpRelation(cm’,    ), and
probRange(e,max). jumpCondition(cm,e,c) represents that
control mode cm is left along edge e when the condition c becomes true. A jump e causes the automaton to
transit probabilistically into a successor mode. To represent that the transitions are mutually exclusive we specify
the probabilities through probability ranges. Thus, each
possible successor is associated a probability range probRange. For reasons that are explained below we represent
the probability ranges such that their relative sizes are preserved, the sum of their ranges is 1, and that their boundaries have the form  , where i and n are integers. The
predicate probRange(e,  ) defines the sum of the 
ranges.

 ] is
A possible transition with a probability range [ 
represented as jumpSuccessor(e,cm’,[i,j]). The predicate
 
jumpRelation(cm’,    ) means that upon entering
control mode cm’ the system variables and flows are initial
ized as specified by  and   .
The following example illustrates the above predicates to
describe transition conditions etc.

 
jumpRelation(cm , 2400,800 , 30,80 )
jumpCondition(cm ,e  ,y  900)
jumpSuccessor(e  ,cm  ,(0,11))
jumpSuccessor(e  ,cm ,(12,15))
probRange(e  ,16)
 
jumpRelation(cm  ,  ,  30,80 )
jumpRelation(cm , , 40,76 )
...
 j j 
j j
The
robot starts at position
in control mode


cm in which the robot leaves the lower office on the right.
In this control mode the robot moves with 30cm/s into the xdirection and with 80cm/s in the y-direction. The navigation
system leaves control mode cm as soon as the y coordinate
becomes greater than 900 by performing the transition e  . If
the system performs the transition  then with 75% (12/16)
probability the system transits into control mode cm  and
with 25% (4/16) probability into the mode cm . The flow
"! j
$ j

j
condition in cm  is 
and # 
and in cm 

&

(
%
'
and # 
.

To predict the state of a hybrid automaton we use the predicates mode(cm) and startTime(cm,t) to represent that the
current control mode is cm and that cm started at time t. We
use flow(flow) and valuesAt() ,  ) to assert the flows and
values of system variables for given time points. Further,
the values of system variables can be inferred for arbitrary
time points through interpolation on the basis of the current
flow and the last instances of valuesAt() ,  ). This is done
using the predicate stateVarsVals:


stateVarVals(  ) * valuesAt(t ,  ) + now(t)

0

/
  -,   .

, )21 )  .  
+
+ 
where now(t) specifies that t is the current time (see below).
These predicates are used to define the occurrence sequence Exog and a set of rules T, which according to Definition 2, imply an L-model of T, where L is a duration sufficiently large for the prediction of a plan’s effects. The Lmodel is the probability distribution over possible execution
scenarios that reflects the execution of a CRP.
Exog consists of the “initialization” event, that causes
the initial state of the execution scenario, which contains
the specification of the hybrid automaton, the initial control
mode together with the initial values of the state variables
and flows, and a set of clock ticks that occur every 3547698;:<6>=
time units to include a notion of time into the scenarios.
Probabilistically sampled control mode jumps. Let us
now discuss our approach to predicting the changes of the
control mode of the automaton over time. The complication with the prediction of control mode is that the hybrid
automaton defines mutually exclusive control mode transitions that occur with different probabilities. In the light of
definition 2 this means that the distribution over execution
scenarios of duration L must reflect the probability distributions over control mode transitions. As a means of formulating the rules that represent control mode transitions we will
use the predicate randomlySampledSuccessorMode(e,cm):
randomlySampledSuccessorMode(e,cm)
*
?A@(BDCEFHG  ,     . + @ FJI LKNM  B  @O,PF   
M  ?SR 
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In order to probabilistically sample values from probability distributions we have to axiomatize a random number generator that asserts instances of the predicate randomNumber(n,max) that was used above. We do this by formalizing a randomize event.1
Lemma 1 At any time point randomNumber has exactly
one extension randomNumber(r,max)
where r is an unbiased

j
random between and  .
Proof: Let max X be the largest probRange extension and randomBit(i,value) the i-th random bit. The start event that causes the
X.
initial state timeline causes randomBit(i,0)
ZY\[T]
^ event is used to sample their value:
Thereafter, a
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1
McDermott ((1994), page 26) discusses the usefulness of, and
the difficulties in realizing, nondeterministic exclusive outcomes.
Therefore in his implementation he escapes to Lisp and uses a function that returns a random element.



Properties of PHAMs

e p rule RANDOMIZE
if randomBit(i,val) negation(val,neg)
then with probability 0.5
event randomize
causes randomBit(i,neg) clip randomBit(i,val)





Whenever a rule queries for a random number it resamples the
number in an analogous way. Note, the probability of
,
after a randomize event is conditionally independend of its former
value. The Lemma holds per induction over the number of randomize events.
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The Probabilistic Causal Rules of PHAMs
Using the rule language described above and the predicates
introduced in the last section, we will now specify the causal
model of CRPs. As the semantics of McDermott’s algorithm is not full first-order, we treat the following rules as
schemata standing for all their ground instances.
Rule M ODE -J UMP causes a control mode transition as
soon as the jump condition cond becomes true.



p e rule M ODE -J UMP
while mode(cm) jumpCondition(cm,cond,edge)

stateVarsVal(vals) satisfies(vals,cond)
with an average spacing of time units
occurs jump(edge)








Rule J UMP -E FFECTS specifies the effects of an jump
event on the control mode, system variables, and the flow.



e p rule J UMP -E FFECTS
if randomlySampledSuccessorMode(edge,cm)

 
initialValues(cm, ) flowCond(cm,  ) now(t)
mode(cm ) flow(flow   ) valuesAt(t  ,val )
then with probability 1.0
event jump(edge)

 
causes mode(cm) flow(  ) valuesAt(transTime,  )
clip mode(cm  ) ...
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The now predicate is updated according to the C LOCK T ICK (?t) event by clipping the previous time and asserting
the new one. Note, the time differs at most I )   time units
from the actual time.



e p rule C LOCK -RULE
if now(t )
then with probability 1.0
event clock-tick(t)
causes now(t) clip now(t )



Exogenous events are modelled using rules of the following structure: exoEventCond(cm,con,ev)



p e rule C AUSE -E XO -E VENT
while mode(cm) exoEventCond(cm,cond,ev)

stateVarsVal(vals) satisfies(vals,cond)
with an average spacing of time units
occurs exoEvent(ev)








The effects of exogenous event rules are specified by rules
of the following form.



b 

e p rule E XO -E
 VENT-E FFECT
if exoEffect(ev,  )) valuesAt(t ,val ) now(t)
then with probability 1.0
event exoEvent(ev) 

causes valuesAt(t, ) clip valuesAt(t ,  )



b 

b

We have seen in the last section that a PHAM consists of
the rules above and a set of facts that constitutes the hybrid
automata representation of a given CRP as it has been introduced in section “Conceptualization”. In this section we
investigate whether PHAMs make the “right” predictions.
Because McDermott’s formalism does not allow for modelling instantaneous state transitions we can only show that
control mode sequences in execution scenarios are probably
approximately accurate. In our view, this is a low price for
the expressiveness we gain through the availability of Poisson distributed exogenous events.
Lemma 2 For each probability  and delay  , there exists
a  (average delay of the occurrence of an event after the
triggering condition has become true) and a I )   (time
between two subsequent clock ticks) such that whenever a
jump
condition becomes satisfied, then with probability 

1  a jump event will occur within  time units.




Proof: Let be the time where the jump condition is fulfilled. If
then at most
time units
HY\[T]  and    
after the antecedent of rule M ODE -J UMP is fulfilled. The probability that no event of class  
occurs between
 )(
$#&%
%
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This implies that there is always a non-zero chance that
control mode sequences are predicted incorrectly. This happens when two jump conditions become true and the jump
triggered by the later condition occurred before the other
one. However, the probability of such incorrect predictions
can be made arbitrarily small by the choice of  and I )   .
The basic framework of hybrid systems does not take the
possibility of exogenous events into account and thereby allows for proving strong system properties such as the reachability of goal states from arbitrary initial conditions or
safety conditions for the system behavior (Alur, Henzinger,
& Wong-Toi 1997; Alur, Henzinger, & Ho 1996). For the
prediction of robot behavior in dynamic environments these
assumptions, however, are unrealistic. Therefore, we only
have a weaker property, namely that only between immediate subsequent events the predicted behavior corresponds to
the flows specified by the hybrid system.
Lemma 3 Let /
be an execution scenario,  1 0)9 and
 0) be two immediate subsequent events of type jump
or exoEvent, and cm be the control mode after )  in
/ . Then, for every occurrence e@t with )32 )54 )

 
W(t)(stateVarVals(  )) is unique. Further, 





 are the values of the state
+ (t - )  ) * flow(cm), where
variables at )  .
Proof Idea: There are only two classes of rules that affect the value
of valuesAt and flow: rule JUMP -E FFECTS, and rule E XO -E VENTE FFECT. These rules always clip and set exactly one extension
of the predicates, thus together with the fact that the initial event
asserts exactly one such predicate, the determined value is unique.
During the interval to the extension of stateVarVals evolves
according to the flow condition of mode
due to the fact that flow
is not changed by rule E XO -E VENT-E FFECT. Thus it remains as

  '

4

initially set by rule JUMP -E FFECTS, which asserts exactly the flow
corresponding to cm. The proposition then follows from the assumption of a correct axiomatization of addition and scalar-vector
multiplication.

Another important property of our representation is that
jumps are predicted according to the probability distributions specified for the hybrid automaton.
Lemma 4 Whenever a jump along an egde  occurs, the
successor state is chosen according to the probability distribution implied by probRange and jumpSuccessor.
Proof Idea: This follows from lemma 1 and Rule Jump-Effects.

Using the lemmata we can state and show the central
properties of PHAMs: (1) the predicted control mode transitions correspond to those specified by the hybrid automaton;
and (2) the same holds for the continuous predicted behavior in between exogenous events; (3) Exogenous events are
generated according to they probabilities over a continuous
domain (this is shown in (McDermott 1994)).

 .
Theorem 1 Every
sequence
of (I  ,
occasions fol








k
k
k
.
,
 . of the hybrid automaton.
lows a branch ,
Proof Idea: Each occasion mode(cm) must be assert by rule J UMP E FFECTS. Therefore there must have been a jump(e) event. Therefore, there must have been a jumpCondition from the previous control mode to cm.

Theorem 2 For every  there exists a  and a I )  such

that with probability 
1  the  of  )  )  @  occasions between two immediate subsequent exogenous event
follow a state trajectory of the hybrid automaton.




Proof Idea: The proof is based on the property that jumps occur in
their correct order with an arbitrary high probability. In particular,
we can choose as a function of the minimal delay between jump
conditions becoming true. Then, the jumps to successor modes occur with arbitrarily high probability (Lemma 2). Finally, according
to Lemma 3 the trajectory of stateVarVals between transitions is
accurate.

B

Probabilistic Sampling-based Projection
We have now shown that PHAMs define probability distributions over possible execution scenarios with respect to a
given belief state. The problem of using PHAMs is obvious. Nontrivial CRPs for controlling robots reliably require
hundreds of lines of code. There are usually several control
processes active, many more are dormant waiting for conditions that trigger their execution. The hybrid automata for
such CRPs are huge, the branching factors for mode transitions are immense. Let alone the distribution of execution
scenarios that they might generate. The accurate computation of this probability distribution is prohibitively expensive
in terms of computational resources.
In this section we investigate how we can make effective
and informative predictions on the basis of PHAMs that can

be performed at a speed that suffices for prediction-based
online plan revision.
Recently, probabilistic sampling-based inference methods
have been proposed to infer information from such complex
distributions quickly and with bounded risk (Fox et al. 1999;
Thrun 1999). To predict the effects of executing CRPs we
use an extension of the XFRM projector (McDermott 1992b)
that employs the RPL interpreter (McDermott 1991) together
with PTOPA, McDermott’s algorithm for probabilistic temporal projection (1994). The projector takes as its input a
CRP (written in RPL ), rules for generating exogenous events,
a set of probabilistic rules describing the effects of events
and actions, and a (probabilistic) initial state description.
The projector works exactly like the interpreter, except that
instead moving the robot it uses its causal models to predict
the combined effects of the control processes that are active at a time. McDermott (1994) gives a proof that PTOPA
projects random execution scenarios sampled from the probability distribution implied by the given probabilistic models.
For the projection of complex CRPs we do not need to
represent the complete hybrid automaton for a CRP in advance. Rather the PHAM projector extends the XFRM projector so that it generates the parts of the PHAM that are
needed to project a sample scenario on the fly (see (Beetz &
Grosskreutz 1998) for details). To do so, the PHAM projector
extracts the jump conditions jumpCondition from the conditions the interpreter is waiting for (for example, the wait for
statements in the CRP shown in Fig. 2). It also signals predicted control mode jumps to and thereby tells the interpreter
component of the projector to continue with the projection
of the subsequent plan steps. jumpRelation and jumpSuccessor are generated using probabilistic models of low level
control processes and their physical effects. The projector
probabilistically samples from the probability distributions
defined for the initial state, exogenous events, probabilistic
effects, and probabilistic control mode transitions.
Advantages of applying probabilistic sampling-based projection to the prediction of the effects of CRPs are that they
work independently of the branching factor of the modes of
the hybrid automaton and that it only constructs a small part
of the complete PHAM.
So what kinds of prediction-based inferences can be
drawn from samples of projected execution scenarios? The
inference that we found most valuable for online revisions of
robot plans is: do projected execution scenarios drawn from
this distribution satisfy a given property ? with a probability
greater than  ? A robot action planner can use this type of
inference to decide whether or not it should revise a plan to
eliminate a particular kind of flaw: it should revise the plan
if it believes that the flaws likelihood exceeds some threshold and ignore them otherwise. Of course, such inferences
can be drawn based on samples only with a certain risk of
being wrong. Suppose we want the planner to classify any
flaw with probability greater than  as to be eliminated and
to ignore any flaw less likely than  . We assume that flaws
with probability between  and  have no large impact on the
robot’s performance. How many execution scenarios should
the plan revision module to classify flaws correctly with a

 

probability greater than 95%? Fig. 5 shows
the number of
l
necessary projections to achieve
accuracy. For
a detailed discussion see (Beetz, Bennewitz, & Grosskreutz
1999).
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Figure 5: Number of scenarios to get 95% accuracy.
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The probabilistic sampling-based projection mechanism
will become extremely useful for improving robot plans during their execution once the execution scenarios can be sampled fast enough. At the moment a projection takes a couple
of seconds. The overhead is mainly caused by recording
the interpretation of RPL plans in a manner that is far too
detailed for our purposes. Through a simplification of the
models we expect an immediate speed up of up to an order
of magnitude. It seems that with a projection frequency of
about 100 Hz one could start tackling a number of realistic
problems that occur at execution time continually.

that uses PHAMs. As part of our experimental evaluation
we have made up five scenarios in which the computation
of good schedules required prediction-based online replanning. In those scenarios the controller using PPSD outperformed another one that used a clever situation-based
rescheduling method by about 8% (see (Beetz, Bennewitz,
& Grosskreutz 1999) for details). The scenarios required
the use of realistic models of CRPs such as those provided by
PHAM s. Fig 6(left) shows a situation that could not be handled by the situation-based scheduler but prediction-based
online rescheduling avoided the problem (Fig 6(right)).
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Figure 6: Replanned delivery tour.

Evaluation

Related Work

Generality. PHAMs are capable of predicting the behavior generated by flexible plans written in plan execution languages such as RAP (Firby 1987) and PRS (Georgeff & Ingrand 1989). To do so, we code the control structures provided by these languages as RPL macros. To the best of
our knowledge PHAMs are the first realistic symbolic models of the sequencing layer of 3T architectures, the most
commonly used software architectures for controlling intelligent autonomous robots (Bonasso et al. 1997). The use
of PHAMs would enable 3T planning systems to make more
realistic predictions of the robot behavior that will be generated from their abstract plans. PHAMs are also capable of
modeling different arbitration schemes and superpositions
of the effects of concurrent control processes (see argument
in section “Multiple Interacting Control Processes”).

PHAM s represent external events, probabilistic action models, action models with rich temporal structure, concurrent
interacting actions, and sensing actions in the domain of autonomous mobile robot control. There are many research
efforts that formalize and analyze extended action representations and develop prediction and planning techniques for
them. We know, however, only of approaches that address
subsets of the aspects listed above.
Various sorts of uncertainty have been integrated into
the action representations of planning systems, which however assume that actions have a simple temporal structure
(e.g. (Draper, Hanks, & Weld 1994)). Blythe (1995) gives an
informative comparison of planning approaches for dynamic
and uncertain domains. Hanks et al. (1995) presents a framework for representing probabilistic information, and exogenous and endogenous events for medical prediction problems. They do not deal with context-specific causal models. In recent years ( PO ) MDP planning has has become a
very active research field (Boutilier, Dean, & Hanks 1998).
( PO ) MDP planners aim at precomputing the best decisions
under uncertainty for all situations that an agent might face.
So far, this approach has been feasible only for small or at
least well-structured state spaces and has difficulties in handling concurrent and continuous actions.
Planning with action models that have rich temporal structure has also been investigated intensively. IxTeT (Ghallab
& Laruelle 1994) is a planning system that has been applied
to robot control and reasons about the temporal structure of
plans to identify interferences between plan steps and resource conflicts. Other temporal planners include the TIME LOGIC (Allen et al. 1990) and FORBIN (Dean, Firby, &
Miller 1988). Allen & Ferguson (1994) gives an excellent
and detailed a discussion of important issues in the representation of temporally complex and concurrent of actions and
events without considering probabilistic information. Inter-

Experimental Results. PHAMs have been in practical use
for planning delivery tours of an autonomous robot office
courier during their execution. The prediction-based scheduler has run for several hours on the real robot and for many
hours on the robot simulator. Beetz & Grosskreutz (1998)
experimentally investigate the accuracy of predictions and
the time resources needed for making predictions in a predecessor of the PHAM projector. We found that our causal
models were capable of predicting the qualitative behavior,
that is the sequence of locations that the robot will visit and
the actions that are performed, very well. The prediction
of the durations of delivery tours, however, is very difficult
because of the navigation behavior of state-of-the-art robot
control systems exhibiting very high variances. Beetz &
Belker (2000) discuss the problems of the behavior variance
in the context of learning better navigation plans.
Beetz, Bennewitz, & Grosskreutz (1999) have performed
a set of experiments with online prediction-based revisions
for the delivery tours of an autonomous robot office courier,

ferences between the effects of concurrent actions have to be
axiomatized explicitly. Planners that predict qualitative state
transitions caused by continuous events include EXCALIBUR
(Drabble 1993). W EAVER (Blythe 1994) is an example of a
planning system that considers exogenous events.

Conclusion
The successful application of AI planning to autonomous
mobile robot control requires the planning systems to have
more realistic models of the operation of modern robot control systems and the physical effects caused by their execution. In this paper we have presented a probabilistic hybrid
action models ( PHAMs), which are capable of representing the temporal structure of continuous feedback control
processes, their non-deterministic effects, several modes of
their interferences, and exogenous events. We have shown
that PHAMs allow for predictions that are, with high probability, qualitatively correct. We have also shown that powerful prediction-based inferences such as deciding whether a
plan is likely to cause a flaw with a probability exceeding a
given threshold can be drawn fast and with bounded risk. Finally, we have demonstrated using experiments carried out
on a real robot and a robot simulator that robots that decide
based on predictions generated from PHAMs can avoid execution failures that robots without foresight cannot.
We believe that equipping autonomous robot controllers
with concurrent reactive plans and prediction-based online
plan revision based on PHAMs is a promising way to improve
the performance of autonomous service robots through AI
planning both significantly and substantially.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer who pointed us to the work on hybrid systems.
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